ITALY IS NOT ONLY A PLACE, IS A LIFESTYLE
Starting from the classical style, Caspani Tino was able to reinterpret the spirit of luxury Italian furniture, worked and decorated by hand, creating his own style universally recognized and appreciated. Caspani Tino Group has built a chain of craftsmen, artists of carving and decoration, which manufacture exclusive models designed by stylists and designers of the company.

This chain is in the heart of Brianza, luxury district 20 km north of Milan, where the hand-made furniture culture finds its roots and is handed down from generations.

Our company takes its strengths and creativity from centuries of history in the tradition of luxury furniture. Innovation, commitment and passion are the ingredients of our work and our success.
THE BRANDS

CASPANI TINO
CASPANI FASHION
THE THRONE
THE ART OF CARVING

Quality 100% Made in Italy. All our items are produced by the best Italian artisans who well know the art of carving wood handing it down from one generation to the other.
SPECIAL HANDICRAFT

The attention for details is closed to our heart. All pieces are embellished with a precious element which make them incomparable.

PRECIOUS DETAILS
SPECIAL HANDICRAFT

The attention for details is closed to our heart. All pieces are embellished with a precious element which make them incomparable.
TAILOR MADE
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOU

Our team is specialized in the production of customized articles. Our upholsterers and carpenters can produce articles on size and adapt all finishes as per any taste and need.

JEWELS
THE VALUE OF DESIGN

Our furniture is manufactured as a jewel. Every single piece is the result of a combination between creativity and ability of artists and designers unique in the world.
ANCIENT TRADITION FOR MODERN DESIGN

Inlay is a type of decoration which is accomplished by combining small pieces of wood or different materials of different colours. This technique consists in approaching woods, and sometimes other materials (ivory or motherpearl), cut so as to match perfectly, until obtaining a particular drawing.

The difference in colours depends on the colours of the various species, further varied according to the cut and inclination of the grain, which may change reflection of light on the surface.
Every smaller detail of the most complex design is meticulously positioned by the hands of our experienced craftsmen, who make every single product a unique masterpiece.

Serial or custom designs are followed by a unique staff in the world with a deep knowledge of both the machining techniques and the most precious finishes, chosen according to customer’s needs. Every single product can be considered unique and unrepeatable, a work of art created by an exceptional team, man and nature.

All the materials are cut according to tradition, both with artisan techniques and with modern technology, to achieve the best results. The quality and perfection of the cut are one of the characteristics of our inlays that can boast infinitely minimal tolerances.

The inlay accuracy, the quality of the materials used and the care in positioning are continuously verified during all stages of processing to ensure in each project a high quality and an outstanding beauty product.
DREAMS COME TRUE

We design and create unique pieces of luxury Italian furniture exclusively even just for a single client. We furnish all your dreams, without limits, developing together with you and your designers custom items. Creativity, innovation, commitment and passion are as always the ingredients of our work and our success.

OUR MASTERPIECES ARE THE ESSENCE OF A LIFESTYLE, OF AN EMOTION, OF A COLOUR, OF A TRIP, OF A DREAM.

Challenging time and trends, they will bring to Your houses an unchangeable touch of art, originality, history and fashion.

It is an attention turned to our customer, who remains in the center of our company philosophy.
THE MASTERPIECES

Any project, drawing or simple sketch will be reality in our hands. The house of your dream will become real!
THE CHARM OF GOLD

Each item is like a treasure! Our Gold Leaf is 24k and finished to pass like an heritage through generations.

GOLD LEAF GILDING

Handmade application of gold leaf 24 carat

THE MAGIC OF COLOURS

Our team of artists and decorators are specialized in hand painting using a technique lasting through centuries.

HANDCRAFT PAINTING
"Caspani Tino" is a registered brand acknowledged by international patents. Our company grants 100% Made in Italy production and holds international certificates that guarantee the high quality of all materials always used in total respect of nature.

Quality Made in Italy is the history of our country. It's the memory, the identity, the variety of Italian regions. In the "artistic know how", creative resource against taste's homologation.
Our production is located in the heart of Brianza, luxury district 20 km north of Milan where the handmade furniture culture finds its roots and is handed down from generations.
Passion and care for details that distinguish Italian furniture are the center of our company philosophy.

ITALIAN EXCELLENCE

Passion and care for details that distinguish Italian furniture are the center of our company philosophy.
Caspani Tino furnishes whole environments of a house. Our classic catalogues published in April 2014 are organized in three thematic volumes: Sitting rooms, Dining rooms, Bedrooms.

The most recent models have been gathered in separate catalogues to better highlight the features of each collection.
SITTING ROOMS

COLLECTION

Some hundreds of models to satisfy any taste. Most of them available in sectional version or sofa-bed. Every collection is complete with central and side table to match the sofa style.

Overclassic sofas: classic sitting rooms revised by our creativity, mostly upholstered with few visible wooden parts always handcarved.
Style sofas: manufactured with a rich wooden structure carved by hand according to the trend of Baroque, English style and Louis XIV / XV style.
Contemporary sofas: selection of models studied according to new trends of market using relaxing shades of pastels mixed to top class material such as leather and metals.

Inlaid sofas: modern and classical style enriched by precious wooden inlaid frame and details.

BEDROOMS

COLLECTION

From classical to contemporary style complete bedrooms composed by bed and coordinated night tables, chest of drawers, mirrors, dressing tables and wardrobes. All pieces realized following Caspani style and always taking care of details and materials used.

WARDROBES & WALK-IN CLOSET

COLLECTION

Following our concept to coordinate the interior design of the whole house, we offer a collection of wardrobes matching bedrooms and a range of walk-in-closet customizable in sizes and finishes as per customer’s need.

DINING ROOMS

COLLECTION

In different styles, from classic to art déco, all of them with details that recall unmistakable Caspani Style. All dining room are composed by dining table and a wide range of chairs and armchairs. Sideboards with mirror, showcases and TV cabinet are also available to satisfy every need of the customer. Dining tables can be manufactured in different but also on size and sectional, as per customers’ requests.
COLLECTION

OFFICES

Unique and precious details to give a fullness sense to your work.

CONVERSATION

Small armchairs adaptable to any corner in a bedroom, hall or sitting room. Precious small elements which give importance and benefit to any unaccustomed space.

SEATS & CONTRACT

Chairs and armchairs specifically studied for public areas, hotels, offices or even for big halls and salons.

ACCESSORIES

Wide range of items that can be used as fitting complements of all other rooms, such as thrones, armchairs, ottomans, consolles, mirrors, benches and small tables.
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THE ART OF INLAY

CLASSIC INLAY

Representative of our inlay handcraft works based on traditional and classic design.
PREVIEW
THE BEST OF INLAY

Restyling of inlay art using modern patterns and fashion light colors.
CASPANI FASHION

Our contemporary luxury collection with dedicated use of top classic textile, leather and metal materials.

OUR MAGAZINES

CASPANI FASHION

Our contemporary luxury collection with dedicated use of top classic textile, leather and metal materials.
Novelties from Salone del Mobile 2018 fair with combination of classic furniture manufacture and latest trendy design.
La Grande Bellezza

IV EDITION

LA GRANDE BELLEZZA

Combination of traditional inlays and carving skills.
Ever since associated with royal power, our Throne is nowadays conceived to let a dream come true.

It will be every ambience’s heart, enriching it with charisma and elegance.

Its impressive dimensions, precious materials and rich details will infuse sensations of majesty into everyone who will enjoy the privilege of sitting on it.
COMMERCIAL AREA

We deliver our products all over the world; some of our collections are addressed to a special area but most of them can be distributed in all markets. Our articles are safely packed in strong cartons along with other different internal protections while for fragile items we always grant wooden crates. For delivery by air and under request we can supply wooden crates for all items.

WORLDWIDE EXHIBITION

It is important for us to display our novelties in the most known and prestigious furniture exhibitions in the world. Meeting customers in their countries is for us the fundamental basis to build up strong and lasting business relationships.

CASPANI TINO IN THE WORLD

We deliver our products all over the world; some of our collections are addressed to a special area but most of them can be distributed in all markets. Our articles are safely packed in strong cartons along with other different internal protections while for fragile items we always grant wooden crates. For delivery by air and under request we can supply wooden crates for all items.
FACTORY

Our employees will be glad to show you the quality of our collections by visiting the showroom located in Meda - MB.

For any technical information or quotation you may need, please do not hesitate to contact our office tel +39 031 355228.

TEL. +39 031 355228
Our production is displayed in the most beautiful and luxurious showrooms all over the world.
FROM DESIGN TO REALIZATION

Our company offers to our customers also a design service, from technical design of each item, to 3D image.

You can insert in Your presentations, to realization of handmade perspectives that give the idea of room furnished.

We develop project worldwide and we are proud to have furnished important residences in different countries.
Our successes speak of us all over the world. Caspani Tino had the honor to supply furniture to private villas, luxurious hotels, embassies and government offices worldwide.
Our company can carry on any kind of project: from small to big and from private to public, with constant and strict attention to details. Caspani Tino show off an expert technicians’ team ready to travel all over the world at any time to give support during any phase of the project until complete installation of goods.
Worldwide Projects

Caspani Tino offers a wide database of 3D drawings available to architects and interior designers. Our graphic and architect team can face with its experience any kind of technical exigence.
Caspani Tino makes use of international marketing channels through modern and efficient instruments such as a high performing website suitable for all platforms and constant presence in the most popular socials. Our Instagram profile claims a wide group of followers.